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Washington 25, D.O. 

Dear Billy, 

Serial 00940 
6 October 1_954 

U. 5. MAIL ADDRESS 
BOX 55 
NAVY No, 100 
F.P.O. NEW YORI(, N.Y. 

I believe I have the answers to the questions raised by you in your 
21 September letter. Leslie Rutledge has been in a confab with John 
Til tman and I I -

The Directorate at GCHQ takes a dim viewofNSAf'ormally asking for 
visits by specific GCHQ personnel. To get around this:,:: suggest-the fol
lowinga 

a. You ascertain if NSA-34 would profit by a. vi~it:f':t"~lf.l~ I 
This you have done. 

"""'" PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

b. As the answer is 11 Y~.B'', yotl. w~i te 13. J?Ett:~9n8.l note toO, 

explaining the····p····r····J.·····n·· ceton a,:p.gle (whi.·c···h······ h .. e·········k····_·.n_ .. ·_·.o.· ~ :a.:I.ready) an_ .. ··d· .saying th~· 
your p.e .. r·····s····o···na.l checking indio~·-· th·a·····t ... ··N·····S·· A .... 34 would we···l· c .. o·· me s. visit by 

O tuallyprof'itable. Ask if/in/his opinion GCHQ.would profit rom 
visiting NSA. Then, tel that if he believes that such a visit 

w be worthwhi~ f():t'Illal proposal from the_ ... ··Director, GCHQ to the 
Director, NSA forL__jto visit NSA would be warmly received in America. 

c. Depending upon how you~ you could probably arrange for 
invitational orders to be issued to to permit him to travel via MATS. 
As you know, the British usually trave y one of the "Queens 11 and I do 
not know if the Director, GOHQ would be willing to pay the bill for this 
expedition nor if Director, NSA would want to go to the trouble of getting 
invitational orders issued. This last could be done in this ohannela NSA 
to Department of the Army (G-2) to the Army Attache, London who would 
actually out the orders but on D/A authority. It seems to me that what 
you do here is to balance cultivating Wilks against the inconvenience. I 
leave this problem with youl 

Pete, just before he left, checked on your package from Selfridges. 
It was posted on 9 September, post office sheet no. 1856. I expect you 
have it by now or will soon. With dock strikes at both New York and London, 
a del f six weeks more would not be uncommon. 

SEORET 


